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Design is everywhere. Graphic design enters into everything. This is the scope of designer
Steven Heller’s latest essay anthology that covers the spectrum of graphic design and related art
and culture. Looking at design as practice, language, culture, and power, each of the forty-plus
essays is a self-contained story. Heller pours out his ideas—criticisms and celebrations—on
such topics as:A history of our modern Hindu-Arabic numerals, and a look at the letter KBrand
design utilized by Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump early in the 2016 Presidential raceThe
tumultuous relationship between design and sexThe Charlie Hebdo massacre and the principles
of free expressionIcons revisited, including Paul Rand (not to be confused with the politician
Rand Paul), Ralph Ginzburg, Frank Zachary, George Lois, and Print magazineFood packaging,
the design of milk, and USPS stampsThe obsessive use of cuteness, and the sad and happy
history of the ubiquitous happy faceFrom commercial advertising to government institutions to
cultural revolution, from the objects that push design forward to those that seep into the
everyday, Graphic Design Rants and Raves is an exploration of how visual design has arrived in
the twenty-first century.Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad
range of books on the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the business of art. Our titles
cover subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design,
writing, acting, film, how to start careers, business and legal forms, business practices, and
more. While we don't aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we
are deeply committed to quality books that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We
often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author whose expertise
can help our audience of readers.
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INTRODUCTIONBON WHATS?With the ripeness of old age, one has a modicum of maturity
with a dollop of wisdom. As a consequence, recently my rants have become less frequent (and,
as it turns out, so have my raves). I am experiencing a blossoming of tolerance and now
appreciate design ideas that used to annoy me—like geometrically rigid Modern design, which
is now among my favorite formal methods.Being a longtime “critical fan” of graphic design has
fueled my work as a researcher and chronicler of the field—a field I chose to join when I realized
that, with my drawing skills that were one step above those elephants that paint landscapes, I’d
never be a successful illustrator. I fell passionately in love with publication design, type and
image, and art direction. Still, I had to do these things on my own terms, which involved refusing
to attend any design school or take remedial classes of any kind. In fact, I never received an
undergraduate degree in anything, though I do have two Fine Arts honorary doctorates.As the
self-described rebel, I eschewed design annuals and magazines so as not to be overly
influenced by others and, shortsightedly, retain a sense of blank-slate purity. I set up straw dogs
that I rebelled against (including a few legendary designers who became my best friends).
However, I couldn’t help but see some designers’ work, including that of Frank Zachary, George
Lois, and Mike Salisbury, who I selected as my models. Funnily, I had to acquire appreciation for
the work of Paul Rand, Seymour Chwast, and Alvin Lustig, all of whom I have since written much
about.Ultimately, writing replaced designing and art directing, and for the past thirty years, I have
surveyed, assessed, commented on, and reported on graphic design history and contemporary
practice so that a growing number of design students, practitioners, and even an increasing lay



audience would learn about our unique design legacy. With that goal in mind, I not only wrote
conventional showcase profiles and case studies for design magazines, I ventured into
contextualizing graphic design within a social, political, technological, and cultural milieu for the
likes of the New York Times, Atlantic, and Wired online. This evolved into deeper critiques.Back
in the 1970s and 1980s, there was a gentleman’s agreement not to portray work in negatives. To
be featured in one of the leading trade magazines—Print, Art Direction, Communication Arts,
Graphis, among them—is an honor. Back-patting was de rigeur, and few designers really and
truly wanted critical journalism that would tackle graphic design in the same manner common to
books, film, theater, and architecture. Although there were academic journals, notably Visible
Language, that drilled deeply into design as a cultural phenomena and theoretical pursuit, the
trade journals were less likely to stray from professional reportage. However, the tenor of the
discourse changed in the late 1980s.As though particles in the Hadron Collider, technology and
pedagogy collided, fused, and exploded, the fallout was a kind of reprise of the 1920s and
1930s when aesthetic and philosophical rifts divided traditional or classical from avant-garde
modern designers. A lot was happening in hot house design schools. In certain cases, dogmatic
rants developed into solid criticism. In the late 1980s, the premiere of England’s Eye magazine,
founded by Rick Poynor, opened a platform for critics that had not existed. I was energized
writing for Eye. Print, where I did most of my survey, profile, and historical writing, gave me space
in “The Cold Eye” column for any criticism I wanted to write. It was a double-edged sword of
sorts: I learned that many thin-skinned designers only favored design criticism when it was not
about their work (as with humor, the definition of comedy is when someone other than you falls
on a banana peel). A few acquaintances turned a cold shoulder to me owing to opinions I
wrote.Critiquing friends’ work is always tricky. But when I write about design phenomena I am on
less-precarious turf. I can rant and rave without fear of making enemies or insulting friends. I
realize this is not how a true critic should behave—personal favor should not enter into the
process. However, I know too many of the designers I respect and a few of those I do not. What’s
more, I prefer to write stories about the impact of designed things and design on things.The
terms “rants” and “raves” suggest that the essays in this book are more subjective and personal
than objective history and reportage. That is partly true. I would call some of these essays critical
commentaries and others historical critiques. I address issues as well as objects, always
attempting to provide context and tell an enlightening story. As the subtitle says, these are bon
mots (although the jury is out on the bon) on design and design-related things that are
researched and reported with elements of theory, commentary, and speculation.I’m not even
clear sometimes which is rant or rave. I’ll let you, the reader, decide. But each story has
relevance to me and virtue to the field. Whether ranting or raving, as a man of few bon mots, I
enjoyed writing them.

SECTION-01



GRAPHIC DESIGN IS POWERTYPE AS AGENT OF POWERFASCIST SEDUCTIONWHEN
BOOK JACKETS MEANT FREEDOMCAN POSTERS STILL CHANGE THE WORLDON THE
FRONT LINES OF FREE EXPRESSIONPEEPING INWANTEDTHE DARK SIDE OF DESIGNH
IS FOR HILLARYWHAT ELSE SUCKS ABOUT DONALD TRUMP? HIS BRANDINGMANIFEST
BLATHERGRAPHIC DESIGN IS POWERGRAPHIC DESIGN CAN BE MEASURED BY HOW
EFFICIENTLY IT MAKES AN IDEA CONCRETE. AS AN AGENT OF POWER, GRAPHIC
DESIGN SUPPORTS A MESSAGE AND THE MESSENGER WITH THE GOAL OF
INFLUENCING, INSPIRING, AND COMMANDING ATTENTION THAT RESULTS IN ACTION.
TYPE AND IMAGE DO NOT WIELD THEIR OWN POWER, BUT WHEN FUSED TOGETHER,
THE POSTER, BOOK COVER, ADVERTISEMENT, MAGAZINE COVER, OR USER
EXPERIENCE MUST TRANSCEND CLICHÉ AND STARTLE OUR SENSES. SOME GRAPHIC
DESIGNS ENTER THE SUBCONSCIOUS; SOME HAMMER THE POINTS HOME. POWER
OCCURS WHEN THE RESULT MAKES US STOP, THINK, AND DO.TYPE AS AGENT OF
POWERWHEN TYPOGRAPHY IS USED TO TEACH, CAUTION, AND COMMAND.“Teeth are
an agent of power in man,” wrote Elias Canetti in, his brilliant discourse on the pathology of
“packs” and crowds.“Teeth are emphatically visual in their lineal order,” explained Marshall
McLuhan in the essay titled “The Written Word” in. “Letters are not only like teeth visually,” he
continued, “but their power to put teeth into the business of empire building is manifest in our
Western history.”What you are about to read is not, as the above might imply, peppered with
periodontal metaphors. Rather, the premise of this essay is that letters, when formed into certain
typeface styles and families, are agents of power and tools of the powerful. Some are used to
gnaw away at freedom of thought and deed, expressing authoritarian dictates. Conversely,
certain faces represent those who fight power. Often, these are one and the same face.So chew
on this: typefaces are the incisors of language. In fact, typography, asserts McLuhan, “created a
medium in which it was possible to speak out loud and bold to the world itself. … Boldness of
type created boldness of expression.”In this sense all type wields power. Yet the majority of
typefaces in the world are neutral; they communicate ideas from all quarters—left, right, and
center—sometimes all at once. Typography is, after all, a “crystal goblet,” void of intrinsic
ideology. Nonetheless, some typefaces have become putative logos of dogma and doctrine.
Germanic black letter (fraktur), celebrated during the Third Reich for its virtues, was the Nazis’
“ideal German typeface” and will be forever tainted as a reminder of Hitler’s crimes against
humanity. Anyone who has seen the spiky black letter masthead of the viciously anti-Semitic
Nazi weekly will experience the magnitude of the typeface’s evil representation.Typefaces that
exude power spell out commands, convey orders, and announce decrees, which ultimately
govern human behavior. The choice of types to serve this purpose is not just an aesthetic
decision, but a deliberate means to force people to or or or and Typefaces that demand
compliance succeed, in large part, because they are invested with symbolic attributes
culminating in real consequences.Japanese propaganda magazine, 1941-45, Russian-
influenced graphic design by Hiromu Hara.Of course, are the real messages and typefaces are



only messengers (remember what “they” say about not killing the messenger). Yet the marriage
of type and word (and image too) determines tone, tenor, and weight of expression. Visualize the
common stop sign. In addition to its iconic octagonal shape bathed in red, the bold sans serif S-
T-O-P—notably set in the rigid ClearviewHwy typeface—invariably trips a cognitive switch that
compels obedience to such an extent that any sign set in the same demonstrative lettering style
has equivalent power. Substitute other “action” words for stop and the initial impact is the
same.Shepard Fairey’s famous Obey the Giant logo (like a George Orwell Big Brother Is
Watching You poster) is a case in point. Obey is a kind of stop-sign word, made even more
imposing through bold, gothic typography. The viewer may not be entirely certain who or what to
obey, but following orders is the act that the typeface effectively coerces. Likewise, the words
cwhen set in black san serifs, are just as psychologically, not to mention linguistically, powerful
asBut could these words have the same impact on the average psyche if they were set in
Bodoni, Garamond, or Clarendon? Can types designed for power even have serifs? Heavy slab
serifs notwithstanding, do fine line serifs slow down reading and provide the receiver with a
millisecond of contemplation time, which could mean the difference between acquiescence and
disobedience? Power, you might say, is in the lack of details.“The phonetic alphabet is a unique
technology.” McLuhan wrote in. “Only alphabetic cultures have ever mastered connected lineal
sequences as pervasive forms of psychic and social organization. The breaking up of every kind
of experience into uniform units in order to produce faster action and change of form (applied
knowledge) has been the secret of Western power over man and nature alike.” And as the
phonetic alphabet developed during the typographic age, the power to control human actions
increased in exponential ways. “That is the reason why our Western industrial programs have
quite involuntarily been so militant,” McLuhan adds with certainty, “and our military programs
have been so industrial. Both are shaped by the alphabet in their technique of transformation
and control by making all situations uniform and continuous. This procedure, manifest even in
the Greco-Roman phase, became more intense with the uniformity and repeatability of the
Gutenberg development.”Fraktur lettering (Volk Lettern) from Nazi-era instructional manual,
c.1936.Only when universal literacy was embraced during the nineteenth century did
typography become a tool of authority and typeset words, multiplied through mass printing, did
its bidding. This, in turn, triggered chains of events that changed the world. “Of the many
unforeseen consequences of typography,” McLuhan wrote, “the emergence of nationalism is,
perhaps, the most familiar. Political unification of populations by means of vernacular and
language groupings was unthinkable before printing turned each vernacular into an extensive
mass medium.”Governmental, ecclesiastic, and institutional typefaces—designed at the behest
of the state, church, or industry—are not necessarily faces that exert the most overt or
oppressive power. Indeed showing brute strength is not always the desired goal of these entities.
Types that wield power are stolid and brutish; they scream rather than whisper their messages.
Ambiguity is VERBOTEN! It is a safe bet that most nationalist propaganda that attempts to alter
minds relies on big, bold typography, which embodies the big, bold nation or state. Consider the



variants of the famous World War I recruitment poster, which in the United States reads “I Want
You!” For each iteration—German, American, Russian, and so on—the poster’s voice derives
from a “screamer” headline. Screamer is the term used to describe tabloid newspaper headlines
(EXTRA, EXTRA!) and even carnival posters (STEP RIGHT UP!!). Types of power are not solely
the tools of those in power. They are perfect simply for selling things—any things. But they can
also easily serve the needs of those who wish to be empowered.When German artist and
graphic commentator Käthe Kollwitz, whose son Peter was killed in one of the first battles of
World War I, created the 1924 poster “Nie Wieder Krieg” (War Never Again!) depicting a young
man holding up his defiant arm over which the lettering is scrawled with litho crayon, she made
the most striking of all postwar cautionary emblems. Although this was not a typeface per se, it
nonetheless possessed attributes of power. Her emotional scrawl commanded that the human
race end its savagery. In the same way, the anarchist magazines (1928) and (1947) employ
hand-scrawled and -brushed lettering as mastheads to evoke the power of the masses. It
contrasts with the famous Hitler election poster from 1932, where the only typography is a sans
serif HITLER (with a square dot over the I) under a stark portrait of the “big brother.” The stark,
geometric typeface possesses an architectonic authority that suggests, ironically, a forceful yet
modern persona.Obey (Obey the Giant) Sticker art by Shepard Fairey, 1989–today.Numerous
typefaces and hand lettering abound with the power to turn statements from rhetoric into action.
During World War II a preponderance of sans serifs were used to convey authority. The Italian
Fascists, for example, veered from classical Roman letterforms toward stylized “fascist modern.”
On one hand there existed customized “futurist” typefaces that symbolically suggested speed
and progress; on the other were the bold sans serif capitals, a new approach to ancient Italian
epigraphy. Type in Fascist Italy was used to approximate the voice of the dictator Benito
Mussolini. Since sloganeering was a strategic principle of Il Duce’s internal state propaganda to
sway Italians toward fascist thinking, the most effective lettering was an essential consideration.
Mussolini spread his oratorical power through modernistic gothics that transmitted his
proclamations. Yet as emblematic as his faces of power were, they were easily co-opted by his
enemies—the Communists, for instance, employed some of the same typographic tropes in
their own propaganda. Silly as it may sound, when fighting power with power, stealing or co-
opting an iconic typeface can undermine the opponent’s powers. When successful, proprietary
typefaces are as endemic to visual identity as are trademarks and just as easy to
undermine.Power is a construct that transcends mere typeface analysis. Type is only as powerful
as the force behind the message. But power is cumulative and a critical mass of many
components of which type and typography are involved. Bold visceral statements and
pronouncements are among the bulwarks of power and the apparatus of dissent.USA
typographic specimen showing bold and shadow type from the Klingspor Foundry, Germany,
1920s.Gioventu Fascista (Young Fascist magazine) Handlettered Futurist-style lettering,
1929.FDR DEAD Screamer or “wood” headline for NY Daily Mirror, April 13,1945.FASCIST
SEDUCTIONBENITO MUSSOLINI’S EUR WAS ART AND ARCHITECTURE REPRESENTING



MODERNITY AND LONGEVITY OF TOTALITARIAN ROME.There was a bright side to Benito
Mussolini’s iron-fisted Italian Fascist regime. Even Winston Churchill asserted in 1927 that if he
were an Italian he would have given Mussolini his “whole-hearted” support “from start to finish.”
Mussolini made the trains run on time—and they still do more or less. But more important, as the
supreme overseer of Italian culture, DUCE was responsible for creating striking graphic design
and startling architecture (including many railway stations). The most notable “relic” of his regime
is Esposizione Universale Roma, known as EUR, the white marble and limestone city-within-a-
city in the southwestern part of Rome, originally designed to be the new Fascist capital. Some
critics say EUR is a blend of classical and rational into a brutish kind of modernist kitsch, but on
a recent visit there I experienced a curiously seductive beauty like that exuded by ruins of
ancient imperial palaces. It arguably transcends its past ideology. EUR is anything but a ruin.
Today it is a functioning residential, governmental, and cultural district. Nonetheless, enemies of
totalitarian dictatorships—and I count myself as one—argue that such architecture will always be
tainted. Maybe, but I believe one can be fervently anti-fascist and still admire—indeed savor—
aesthetics for their own merits.However, just writing this, I am haunted by a passage from
George Orwell’s 1984, in which Big Brother chillingly asserts, “The ideal set up by the Party was
something huge, terrible, and glittering—a world of steel and concrete, of monstrous machines
and terrifying weapons—a nation of warriors and fanatics, marching forward in perfect unity, all
thinking the same thoughts and shouting the same slogans, perpetually working, fighting,
triumphing, persecuting—three hundred million people all with the same face.”EUR was
designed to tout that notion. And while dystopic art and design should not be celebrated,
understanding the underlying motives for design is not celebration. Even being fetishistic about
artifacts born of dubious movements and ideologies is acceptable when the overarching context
is understood.Inscriptions in the Roman style were common on the EUR buildings. This was
taken from a speech of Benito Mussolini:“A nation of poets, of artists, of heroes, of saints, of
thinkers, of scientists, of navigators, of migrants.”Signature of Fortunato Depero made as a
mosaic.EUR, also known as E42, is a vivid example of how something designed to signify one
charged entity (the dominance of the Fascist party over the individual) can be transformed into
another benign one (a residential and working environment), if only by circumstance (losing the
war). Or stated another way, just because the Fascists conceived, designed, and partially built it
(it was only completed after the war), that doesn’t mean over time it cannot be neutralized—or
even redeemed. Yet, to be honest, I realize that the plan, buildings, and sculptures are imposing
in a manner that only an adulation-addicted dictator with a Caesar complex could conjure.
Therein lies the paradox. Knowing the motivation yet still “appreciating” the outcome suggests
deeper psychological complexity rooted in how effectively stirring or soothing is the power and
impact of propaganda—EUR was propaganda-architecture.EUR was scheduled to open in
1942, initially as the ANNO XX commemorative exposition. In the long term, it was intended to
expand the city limits of Rome; but more consequentially, it was to be the symbolic capital of
Mussolini’s new empire (shades of Nelson Rockefeller’s Capital Mall in Albany, New York).



Designed to echo the grandeur of the Roman Forum, it also was meant to situate the Fascist
corporate state in a progressive spotlight. Fascist propaganda hinged on the ability of the party’s
exhibition designers to engage public passions. They were brilliant. The Anno X anniversary
exhibition, for instance, designed by the Futurist Enrico Prampolini, was a masterpiece of scale
(large totems and typographic panels juxtaposed with the minutiae of power). DUCE wed art
and design to architecture and public spectacle to present his manufactured narrative, and it
worked—at least, in terms of his cult of personality. Whatever the motivation and long-term
results, some unique design, notably typography and environmental display, existed under
Fascist rule.Fortunato Depero’s mosaic mural, 1937–38, celebrating art and science in fascist
state.Mussolini’s embrace of Italian Futurism (albeit briefly) suggested a more progressive
outlook than the aesthetically reactionary German Fuhrer, Herr Hitler; DUCE’s architectural
preferences were certainly less gothic and medieval. While Mussolini extolled the style and
trappings of ancient Rome (i.e. the Roman salute and the fasci emblem), he allowed for cross
currents of Classicism and Modernism to run through Fascism, which contributed a bit of
Mediterranean flair. To this day, the remnants of Fascist style continue to be subtly evident in
Rome. Having just spent a week there with students as part of a design workshop, I watched
how seduced some where by the Fascist facades and block letter inscriptions. Indeed, some
drew inspiration for making original typefaces through their own interpretation of classic and
fascistic lettering.What surprised me, however, was how totally taken I was by EUR’s
centerpiece, Palazza della Civilita Italiana, with its precisely Roman-lettered inscription atop all
four sides of the structure, a six story white box evenly punctuated by eight arched openings
across and six down (presumably symbolizing the name Benito [down] Mussolini [across]). It is
the image in so many di Chirico paintings of fascist town squares. While EUR is imposing both in
its volume and mass, it is also curiously more manageable than Hitler’s nonbuilt superannuated
Germania in terms of the height and breadth of the structures. The Palazzo, which is also known
as the Colosseo Quadrato, or Square Colosseum, because its arches echo the landmark
Colosseum, is the tallest structure of the complex and sits impressively alone on a small hill, is
unencumbered by other structures, is starkly graphic against the sky, and is surrounded by a
base of white limestone stairs, grass, and heroic marble sculptures. From a distance, on the way
to the airport, it is the most impressive structure on the horizon.The Palazza is complimented by
a number of other fascist buildings, including the Museum of Roman Civilization, with its
impressive colonnades resembling centurions standing at rigid attention. Although the
uninformed visitor might never know all these structures (most of them constructed on the
original plan after the war, in the early fifties) had any negative ideological connotations, one
cannot help but feel a certain weight of oppressive architectural power. What’s more, unlike
Germany, where every trace of the Nazi era has been destroyed, the signs of fascism (in the
spirit of preservation) have not been entirely erased, and the epigraphic columns, friezes, and
manhole covers, as well as a pair of stunning mosaics by Fortunato Depero and Enrico
Prampolini that are full of signs and symbols, remain.Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana, also known as



the Colosseo Quadrato (Square Colosseum), is the centerpiece of EUR.EUR is not the Roman
Forum (in fact, today it is a very high-rent district), but walking through is like being in Mussolini’s
head. As a leader of a nation where architecture and design has signified so much, his goal to
create an environment that would inspire and overwhelm, rouse and dwarf, was up there with
other leaders who envisioned the city as their personal monument of immortality. Of course,
anyone who lives amid New York City’s powerful architecture may be blasé to this, but not this
New Yorker. I admit I was in awe.Photos by Mauro Zennaro.The modern EUR Santi Pietro e
Paolo a Via Ostiense.An entrance guarded by imperial eagles at the Museo della Civiltà
Romana.WHEN BOOK JACKETS MEANT FREEDOMWEIMAR GERMANY MARKED A
PERIOD OF POLITICAL AND CULTURAL TURMOIL WHEN BOOK COVERS AND JACKETS
OF THE PERIOD FOUGHT OPPRESSION.The fourteen years of Weimar Germany were a
period of politics and cultural turmoil. World War I had decimated the male population and
bankrupted the nation. From the ashes of the defeated Empire arose Germany’s first democracy
and its mortal reactionary enemies. Nonetheless, censorship was briefly curtailed, and as book
collector Jürgen Holstein recently told me, “liberals and above all left-wingers saw the possibility
of gaining a hearing for their ideas. New groups were constantly cropping up with new ideas.”
And this is the focus of The Book Cover in the Weimar Republic (Taschen) (originally it was a
limited edition titled Blickfang) wherein he refers to Weimar as “Postwar—the War after the War,”
due to the intensity of the debates.Through the lens of German book publishing from 1919
through 1933 and over one thousand covers, jackets, and bindings, Holstein addresses in eighty
profusely illustrated chapters the “hot topics,” which are eerily similar to today’s issues, including
equality for men and women, abortion, and safeguards for youth, as well as an outpouring of
books on art and artists, flying and traveling, America and Russia, sports and health, children’s
books, and much more. The most original of the era’s book designs came from publishing
houses with left-wing or liberal leanings. “Their founders were usually young,” Holstein explains,
“and their excursions into the world of publishing often lasted just a few years, after which they
disappeared for ideological, but above all for financial reasons (inflation and the world economic
crisis).” It is no coincidence that these publishers took chances with cover art since “when it
came to design, conservative publishers were seen as homely and old-fashioned.”There was
also a practical commercial reason for the flood of novel German book designs. To use their
presses to capacity, newspaper publishers like Ullstein, Mosse, and Scherl expanded their
publishing programs to include illustrated journals and magazines and also founded book-
publishing divisions that competed with the existing book publishers. Consequently, commercial
artists were put to work designing jackets and covers in prodigious quantities—and without the
oversight of marketing departments as in today’s competitive environment.Das Lustige Buch
cover by Franz Peffer.The artists and designers included many to emerge from several influential
graphic art institutions directed by famous commercial artists (Paul Renner, Jan Tschichold, F. H.
Ehmcke, E. R. Weiss, Emil Orlik, G. A. Mathéy, etc.) and were located in Berlin, Leipzig, and
Munich. The apparent copying of certain approaches was encouraged. Although Holstein notes



that there was no canonic style, as there had been around 1900 with Jugendstil (art nouveau), a
modern spirit prevailed. “Everything was being tried out then, and it is exciting to see what was
possible in just a few years: New Objectivity, Expressionism, Naturalism and Abstraction, the
extensive use of photography and collage (unlike in most other countries), and a striking amount
of left-wing political literature with a ‘modern’ design.”These modernists were only loosely
associated and for the most part independent artists who became freelance designers as a way
to avoid going hungry in those difficult times. And that is the reason for the surprising
appearance of Max Beckmann, Hans Bellmer, Max Pechstein, George Grosz, Rudolf Schlichter,
El Lissitzky, and the like. Among the most famous and important book designers and illustrators
often associated with specific publishers in the Weimar Republic were Herbert Bayer, Georg
Salter, John Heartfield, Jan Tschichold, George Grosz, Hans Meid, Fritz Helmuth Ehmcke, Emil
Rudolf Weiß, and others. Of these, quite a few eventually emigrated to England and the United
States, where they continued to design jackets.Jack der AuschliherThis book is based on the
extraordinary collection built over about ten years, although it was not originally planned as a
definitive “collection.” “Instead, my wife and I, as regular visitors (and exhibitors) at numerous
book fairs, bought books that appealed to and interested us for very different reasons,” Holstein
explained. Today the collection is held by the Zentral- und Landesbibliothek Berlin.The wide
range of approaches is exciting for various reasons. This is the first accessible critical mass of
fiction, nonfiction, art, textbooks, and children’s book covers and jackets ever assembled. And
although German design magazines covering this fourteen year period often featured surveys
with tip-in originals of jackets, there has never been a thematic historical resource to address the
context, contents, and creators of the books through expert voices of publishing and design
scholars. What’s more, it is sobering that the work presented in The Book Cover in the Weimar
Republic so clearly influenced design between the wars up to and including today.100% cover
by John Heartfield.Bordell cover by Cesar Klein.Kunstschaffen un Kunsterleben cover by Will
Faber.Deutschland so Oder so?Glühende Welt
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Parka, “Interesting read for graphic designers. Steven Heller's Graphic Design Rants and Raves
is a collection of essays regarding graphic design in the 21st century. I supposed the essays
were published somewhere else before because the stories of Hillary vs Trump campaign were
written like they were recent events.This book should appeal to those who want to learn more
about the application of graphic design and their effectiveness. The essays covers a lot of
interesting topics. It talks about the choice of typography to project power, book jackets,
tombstone designs, Charlie Hebdo and freedom of expression, numerology in design, USPS
stamps, food packaging, the letter K, XXX, Playboy magazine, the smiley face and even on
design critiquing, and more.Overall, the book's an interesting read with plenty of insights and
opinions from Steven Heller, who's also an author and editor of many other design related
books.I do have some nitpicks though since this book is on design. Sometimes when referring to
certain designs, there aren't any accompanying pictures so I just don't know what designs Heller
is talking about because I've not seen them before. Also, there were a couple of typo errors. -_-"”

trine bekkersgaard, “Five Stars. all well”

The book by Steven Heller has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 6 people have provided feedback.
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